
Home team
Small town America, big dream country



Home Team is an anthology documentary series championing 
unexpected, high school underdogs.

While they compete for the State Championship,
Home Team showcases the wins and losses,
on and off the field.

Each season follows a new team 
in a new sport.









Through intimate photography taking audiences
beyond the field and into the players’ lives,
Home Team investigates the power of
friendship & teamwork, and the
herculean challenge of winning State.









Season 1
The Kahuku red raiders



On the far side of Oahu, a small hamlet called Kahuku produces
top-ranked collegiate and NFL players year after year.

The Kahuku Red Raiders boast a storied
tradition of winning State Championships. In the last

twenty years, they’ve won eight Titles in 12 appearances.













But in the last seven years, five head coaches have come
and gone empty-handed, losing most recently to their 

historic, cross-island, private school rival.

Risen from within the junior varsity ranks,
Steven Carvalho is the new head coach,

and the first local hire in many years.

His singular goal: return The Red Raiders to the top. 







Composed of Native Hawai’ians (like Carvalho himself), 
Samoans, Pacific Islanders and the occasional

Haole (how-lee, aka white person), the team
embraces their Polynesian heritage.

Willingly, they start each game with a 15-yard penalty
for “unsportsmanlike conduct” when they perform

The Haka – the ancient warrior dance – striking
fear into the hearts of their opponent.











Surprisingly, much of the team and the community are Mormon.
With BYU’s first non-continental campus in Kahuku,
a century-old tradition of the LDS faith informs
every play made on and off the field.









Season 2
The warroad warriors



The Warroad Warriors of Minnesota are a Girls Hockey dynasty.
With a head coach whose grandfather built the first hockey rink in

town, as well as producing several USA Hockey Olympians,
the team has a long tradition of excellence.

But with the recent suicide of the head coach’s prodigy son,
the coach and the team will have to dig deep and

redefine what it means to win.



Season 3
The mountain brook spartans



The Mountain Brook Spartans are the winningest team in Alabama.
With over 122 State Championships, victory is expected.

So when JV Coach Tyler Davis took over, he filled
the shoes of a back-to-back-to-back champion.

His loss in the final game of last season was a shocking wake up call.
He and his Spartans aim to regain their former glory.



Style &
tone



Home Team will be filmed with a focus on emotional proximity.
The camera will be everywhere, immersing audiences
into the world of the characters. 

Story will be our north star, cinematic vitality our standard.
Home Team will be more like a film than a reality concept,
navigating a journey of drama and beauty.







COMPARABLES









THE TEAM







Thank you


